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Defi[e the greatest common divisor, gcd(a, ]), of two integers a and b, IIot

both zero.

Find the 9cd(341,527).

Show thaL the square of any odd inreger is of tbe form 8h + I, where ,t is an

glesses a.re packed in two types of boxes. There are 172 boxes in first type

20 id second type, If each type contains a fixed numbet of glasses, flnd the

of glasses in each type.

te and prove the Euler's theorem.

and prove the Fermat,s Little theorem.

that 538 = 4(mod 11).

= 2(mod I7), b = 4(mod, 1.7) and. c = b(mod, I7), then fitrd the least

ve rcsidue of 02 + b2 + c2 modulo 1?.



3. (u) Define the following:

(i) pseudoprime;

(ii) carmichael number. 
,

Shuw rhar il n : qe2...qk whcre the q)'s are d;slinct prime. that

(q - 1) | (n - t) for all j, then n is a carmichael number.

Show that 2821 :7 x 13 x 31 is a ca,lmichael number using

(i) Fermat's Little theorem,

(ii) pa.rt (b).

(")

(d) Show that 561 :3 x 11 x 17 is a pseudoprime to the base 2

4. (a) Deflne the following:

(i) an integer o belongs to the exponent h modulo m;

(ii) an integer g is cailed a primitive root modulo m.

(b) Prove that if o belongs to the exporent lr modulo m and gcd(h,h) : d,

h
04 belongs to ine exponenl ; modulo rn.

(c) Let o be any odd integex, Prove that o2'-2 = \(mod T) for all n ) 3.

(d) Show that il F. = 22" + 1, ri > 1, is prime, then 2 is not a primitive

F,. Discuss the csse when n = 1.

(b)


